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sophic observation, or shone upon by lights from

afar, in the accumulated experience of' ages. We

have infinitely more to apprehend from the dema...

gogues than from the doctrinaires of our present

crisis; and it will require a far profounder atten

tion to the principles of every question than many

deem to be necessary, or than almost any are found

to bestow, to save us from the crudities of a blind

fold legislation.*

# This mental superiority which the higher classes might and

ought to cultivate, is not incompatible, but the contrary, with a

general ascent in the scholarship of the population at large. On

this subject we have elsewhere said-that "there is a bigotry on

the side of endowed seminaries, which leads those whom it actu

ates to be jealous of popular institutions. And, on the other

hand, there is a generous feeling towards these institutions, which

is often accompanied with a certain despite towards the endowed

and established seminaries. We think that a more comprehen

sive consideration of the actings and reactirigs which take place

in society, should serve to abate the heats of this partisanship,

and that what in one view is regarded as the conflict of jarring

and hostile elements, should in another be rejoiced in as a lumi

nous concourse of influences, tending to accomplish the grand

and beneficent result of an enlightened nation. It is just because

we wish so well to colleges, that we hail the prosperity of me

chanic institutions. The latter will never outrun the former,

but so stimulate them onwards, that the literature of our higher

Classes shall hold the same relative advancement as before over

the literature of our artisans. It will cause no derangement and

no disproportion. The light which shall then overspread the

floor of the social edifice, will only cause the lustres which are in

the higher apartments to blaze more gorgeously. The basement

of the fabric will be greatly more elevated, yet without violence
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